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Bill to merge systems proposed
By STUART JOHNSON
Winonan Staff

Beniidji
The dormitories at Bemidji
State University have switched
to a new phone system, including a new way to bill.
Students are now billed individually with their own access
code, instead of being billed by

The bipartisan leadership in the
Minnesota State Legislature has coauthored a bill that calls for the merger
of the state university, community
college and technical college systems.
The proposal of consolidating the
systems would leave 62 institutions
under the auspices of a single, 12member administrative board.
According to the proposal, the
board members would be appointed
by the governor, four representatives
from each system, and in power by
the summer of 1993.
The purpose is stated in its text:
improvement of educational quality,
broader course offerings, greater
student opportunities and ease of
transfer between schools and programs.
Senate Majority Leader, Roger
Moe (DFL), is the chief author of the
bill. His aid, Becky Christenson, explained its importance.
"One board would reduce the

"This (bill) is definitely not our first choice. We would like
to see just the two-year institutions merge."
Gary Nelson
overhead and bureaucracy, making
better use of all resources, including
people, capital and funding. It would
advance the program coordination
within the system."
Co-author, Senate Minority
Leader Duane Benson (IR), also
commented on its objective.
"The idea is to bring three systems
into one," he said. "This, I believe,
would result in a 'user friendly' postsecondary education program. Right
now the system serves the system
and not the student."
Supporters of the proposal see a
need for change.
Julie Pletsch, aid to co-author
Senator Gene Waldorf (DFL), said, "I
think something has to be done to
change the system, especially with
the budget as it is and the prospect of

-decreased enrollment. We're thinking of the students' needs, and we
must maintain quality."
However, others are less enthusiastic.
Carol Johnson, Chancellor for the
Minnesota Technical College System,
expressed cautious enthusiasm for
the plan.
"There is a possibility of complicating the bureaucracy in which individual institutions would have to
work," she said. "Some schools could
be inequitably treated. Still, it is advantageous that discussion is being
had regarding the need for revisions
system wide; that's a positive step."
Minnesota State University System Chancellor, Robert Carothers,
agreed, but identified what he saw as
weaknesses in the proposal, citing

examples in other states that recently
merged higher education systems.
"There would be a tremendous
gap between individual institutions
and the board," Carothers said. 'This
greatly reduces a president's impact
on his school within the system. In
Wisconsin and New York the bureaucracy is tremendous. One or two
areas tend to overshadow the system."
Local advisory committees are to
be in place for each institution the
board governs, according to the bill.
However, this clause is not enough to
convince WSU President Darrell
Krueger of the proposal's advantages.
He said, "It is not yet clear on how
(thebill) will benefit WSU. We'll have
to study it further."
Many officials seem to agree that
renovations need to take place within
the system. They do not, however,
agree on defining the problem or solutions to combat it.
Gary Nelson, speaking for Chancellor Gerald Christianson of the
Community College System, offered

another dimension to the merger
proposal.
'This (bill) is definitely not our
first choice," Nelson said. "We would
like to see just the two-year institutions merge. This would leave a more
logical division of the systems whose
missions are distinct. Whatever solution is chosen must not be initiated
to quickly. We believe the 1993 goal
could be unrealistic."
The need to streamline the higher
education system was echoed by
Carothers.
"I believe there is a real need for
significant reorganization in postsecondary education," he said. "I've
advocated combining the technical
and community colleges for some
time. We need to channel more money
to the students we choose to educate,
not to all those who simply apply.
This bill allows for that to happen."
Moe's aid welcomed suggestions
to the proposal, emphasizing that it is
not set in stone.
"This is only a blueprint,"
Christenson said.

MOM.

Administrators say the new
system offers better quality and
is the billing is easier on students despite the possible
trouble of students finding out
access codes of other people.

Cuts will hit
WSU hard

April Fools!

By REBECCA A. GEHRTS

"It was beneficial to tell people
earlier," he said. "It gives them time
to look at other options and make
When Gov. Carlson's proposed plans."
Some people at WSU have quesbudget cuts were announced this
year, WSU administrators sprang into tioned that decision, but many of the
action. Facing a possible $2.9 million 43 appreciate the honesty of the adcut, President Krueger and his Cabi- ministration.
Sylvia
net prepared a
Boehmke,
vision of what
who works in
changes WSU
"People won't be working
Accounts Recould unceivable, said,
dergo.
where they want to work,
"Other uniPart of that
and departments won't have
versities are
vision inthe people they need . . .
holding off,
cluded the
not telling
loss of 43 facEverybody is going to be
their people.
ulty and staff
affected."
But if it does
positions.
come to pass,
Now, as
Scott Ellinghuysen
we'll be better
the state budp re pa red ."
get cuts get
If the cuts
closer to becoming a reality, those proposed cuts do become necessary, however, some
have faculty and staff growing in- problems will be unavoidable.
Boehmke worries that work may be
creasingly wary.
Early in February, the employees left undone.
"I feel bad for the people left bein those 43 positions were informed
of the possibility of their jobs being hind in the departments," she said.
cut. Although the names won't be "Who's going to take on more work,
made public until Map, administra- extra work, after the cuts are made?
tors wanted to keep the affected Most people are already busy working full time in their own jobs."
people informed.
John Kane, vice president of student affairs, said the decision was
See cuts, page 3
made with the employees in mind.
Winonan Staff

Mankato State University
held a Meet and Confer with the
administration, the faculty senate and union representatives to
discuss how the proposed budget cuts would affect MSU.
The group concluded that if
the cuts arc approved MSU will
have to cut $3.95 million next
year and almost $8.5 million over
the next two years.
These cuts would make it
necessary to cut 16 full-time
faculty, cancel 500 sections of
classes, and cause 1,200 students
to not return.
KMSU, a public broadcasting radio station would also have
to shut down unless it could
raise $70,000 for a six-month
period.

St. Clot
St. Cloud State University has
put an enrollment cap on entering freshmen and transfer students to help solve some of the
problems of an overcrowded
campus.
SCSU will limit freshman
enrollment to 2,200 and transfer
students to 1,450.
The cap will put less demands on existing resources,
according to the vice president
for university relations.

Deb BenedettWnonan Staff
Bob The Singing Cow belts out "Nothing Compares to Moo," his rendition of his favorite song.

Forum answers questions
on Residential College
By BECKY MILTON
Winonan Staff

Thursday: Partly Cloudy
High of 60
Low of 35
Friday: Dry
High of 55
Low of 35
Weekend: Cloudy
High of 60
Low of 40

ChicagG
Thuisday: Chance of showers
High of 65
Low of 40
Friday: Rain
High of 60
Low of 40
Weekend: Cloudy
High of 65
Low of 40

Seepages 6 and 7 for the Winonan's annual April
Fools'attempt.

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Winonan staff
Matthew Hyle, director of Residential College steering committee,
tries to clear up some questions in a meeting about what is in store for
next year regarding the Residential College at CST.

Winona State University faculty, staff and students
got a glimpse of the new Residential College at an open
forum last Thursday on the Performing Arts Center's
Main Stage.
The forum focused on specific questions about requirements, classrooms and living conditions from the
audience of about 50 in which faculty and staff outnumbered students three to one.
Questions were answered by a panel including
President Darrell Krueger, Vice-President of Academic
Affairs Doug, Sweetland, Vice-President of Student Affairs John Kane, Registrar Stewart Shaw, Residential
College Director Dan Eastman and the Residential College
Steering Committee members.
The Residential College is being set up for 75 students,
Matthew Hyle, director of the steering committee, said.
However, only 52 people have requested to be in the
college at this time.
"We'd like to build it up to 400 students when resources
and enrollment let it," Hyle said.
The only requirement for freshmen students who want
to be a part of the college for next year is the regular
admission score of a 21 ACT score and an additional
requirement of a written essay, Hyle said.
Eastman, newly named director, said the students
who have requested to be at the college have been found
through the regular housing forms. Eastman will live
with the students next year on the College of St. Teresa
campus.
Students in the Residential College will share Lourdes
Hall with approximately 300 other WSU students.
"We have no intention to close things off," Eastman
said. "In fact we are looking for ways to integrate the
students."
The students who live in the college next year will set
up the admissions criteria for the following years, "within
reason" Hyle said.
The first group of 25 Residential College students will
be registered in a group so they will all have the same
three classes at the same times on the CST campus. Their

first curriculum will consist of two freshman composition
classes and an introduction to speech class, all course
requirements. These courses will have a consistent theme
that runs through each class.
Students will also be able to take one or two courses on
the main campus as well.
Krueger said the small campus atmosphere is beneficial to learning.
"Society feels that the larger the better," he said. "Baloney if the outcome is learning."
Krueger would like to have small classes on the main
campus as well, but community, society and legislative
support is needed before this can become a reality.
The three classes reserved for the Residential College
will mean one less of each course on the main campus.
Sweetland said this will not cause a problem even with
the budget crunch.
He added that not all departments will be able to have
classes at the college right way, but that it will be worked
out later.
'There is no perfect single way to work out classes, but
there are several adjusted ways," he said.
Sweetland used the example of how reserving a general psychology class for the Residential College with a
regular enrollment of 200 students would mean 180 people
could not take it on the main campus. Problems like these
have not been resolved yet.
Residential College students will use the regular bus
service to get between the campuses. Students must use
the faculties on the main campus for library research and
computer labs.
Sweetland said there is room for a computer lab in the
Residential College, but no plans for one have been made
as of yet.
The college will have reading rooms that will be stocked
with inexpensive books for easy reading, Eastman said.
The distance between the campuses concerned some
audience members.
Kane said an escort service between the colleges could
be possible, although the idea has not been considered
before.

See Forum, page 3
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Briefs
Student senate elections approaching
Student Senate Elections will be held on April 30, 1991. The elected
senators and executive officers will serve one calendar yearbeginning June
1, 1991.
The opening positions are the following:
—President
—Vice President
—Treasurer
—Six Senior Senators
—Six Junior Senators
—Six Sophomore Senators
Application deadline is on April 18, 1991 by noon.

Appeals appointments need to be made
Students currently enrolled who are on academic suspension must
make an appointment this week if they wish to see the Academic Appeal
Commit-tee this quarter. Appointments can be made in Advising and
Retention, Somsen Hall, Room 113.

Racquetball tourney results announced
The results of the WSU Racquetball Club Tournament held March 21
and 22 are as follows: Men's A: 1st Esmond Wong, 2nd Rick Anderson;
Men's B: 1st John Gobler, 2nd Ted Jozfiak.

'Orange phones' to be installed
agreed to but not followed through upon. She also learned of pressure tactics
their sales representatives used to sell the service.
Rosczyk also conducted rate comparisons and questions the value of the
Winonan Staff
service to the user.
She said, "In certain circumstances, it is expensive."
A new long distance phone system is scheduled to be installed for student
Rosczyk called the president of MOW to see if the deal has changed from
use on the Winona State University campus next fall.
The system, called the "Orange Phone," is an orange-colored phone that the version she received in December.
Referring to the free services offered, Rosczyk said, "Before we d o anything,
allows the student to call anywhere in the continental United States for 25
I want it all in writing."
cents per minute.
For the phone's distributor, Mega Orange Watts (MOW), this low price is
She continued by saying that according to MOW, WSU won't run into any
the key selling point. The company plans to install three to four phones for a problems by trying it, financially or technically.
six month trial basis in strategic locations on campus.
Initially, Rosczyk was not enthused about the Orange Phone proposal,
Anthony Bell, chair of the student senate student services committee, said saying she really needed to look into it first before considering it. However
that the committee approved the idea to allow the trial period, which is to be because of the students' interest, she said she has kept an open mind on the
free to WSU and its students.
idea, along with a close eye.
Bell said, "Free everything. It's a no lose situation."
Rochester Community College installed the Orange Phone system recently.
The proposal includes installation and repairs of the system, plus removal Bell and Rosczyk went there to look at how their system is working and to rate
at no charge if it goes unused. After the trial period the profits will go to MOW student approval. Bell said that after a couple months, the students seem to
and WSU, Bell said.
be happy with it.
Although the company has been looked into thoroughly by Bell and
Rosczyk agreed, but was quick to caution the different type of phone use
Joanne Rosczyk, WSU's director of telecommunications, Rosczyk still has a at WSU in comparison with Rochester.
few questions about the company's ethics.
"We need more phones," Bell said. "They won't be taking out any of the
While investigating the information Bell originally received, Rosczyk U.S. West phones that are already there, but rather adding others."
called Intertechnologies Group, a state agency that monitors telecommuniAccording to Bell, the phones will be installed in Sheehan, Morey-Shepard
cation companies, to find out if they had any dealings with MOW.
and Prentiss-Lucas Halls as well as in the student union, depending on the
She found out that in the past, many of MOW's business deals have been number of phones received.

BY DAVE BARTH

parlor den
Hair Design At Its Best

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY /HAM e..

What's Goin' On
Malaysian Dinner

RPSIG Meeting

The Malaysian American Chapter at WSU is planning its eighth
annual dinner around the theme
"Fascinating Malaysia 1991." The
dinner will beheld at 7 p.m. on April
6 in the East Cafeteria of WSU's
Kryzsko Commons.
Tickets, $8.50 for adults and $4.50
for children 12 and under, include
dinner and cultural entertainment.
For more information, contact Simon
Ooi at 452-0993 or Mary Thorne at
457-5303.

On April 6, RPSIG, the Winona
area Role Players Special Interest
Group, will be holding one of its
bimonthly meetings. This meeting
will start at noon and be held at the
Winona State University-main campus in Somsen 312. Various games
and discussions are scheduled along
with other special events. This meeting is open to the public and all are
welcome. For more information call
454-2773 after 7 p.m.

Math & Tech speaker
A presentation entitled "Technology and the Teaching of Mathematics" will be held at WSU on April 10.
The speaker, Roger Larson, is a K-12
consultant for the Anoka-Hennepin
Independent School District. Larson's
presentation, will be held in WSU's
Gildemeister Hall, Room 155 at 4 p.m.
The program is sponsored by
WSU's department of mathematics
and statistics and is partially funded
by a grant from the WSU Foundation.
For further information contact M.
Bottema at (507) 457-5590.

Racquetball club meeting
The next Racquetball Club Meeting will be held April 9 at 4 p.m. in
the Smaug. Topic will be the Doubler Tournament.

NOW AT WSU CAMPUS!
ay0

WHAT IS YOUR IMAGE WORTH?
PROFESSIONAL CUT AND DRY
ONLY $10

CUTS • PERMS • COLORS • NAILS
AVEDA • SEBASTIAN • PAUL MITCHELL • AVEDA • SEBASTIAN • PAUL MITCHELL • AVEDA • SEBASTIAN

Pregnant
and afraid?

PAPA JOHN'S

There is a friend who cares

Paralegal meeting

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
(FCA) meets every other Wednesday
this quarter at 7 p..m in Dining Room
A, Kryzsko Commons.

'••

457-5885

PIZZA BY THE SLICE

irthright

Meeting of Association of Student Paralegals will be held Tuesday, April 9 at 4 p.m. in Minne Hall,
Room 238.

FCA meetings

///A%W.,

NEW LOCATION IN KRYZSKO COMMONS

International Speaker
Dr. Barbara Lobodzinska-Lien,
who was a professor at the University of Warsaw in Poland, will be
speaking at WSU April 4 at 7 p.m. in
Room 346 of Minne Hall.
The lecture is free and open to the
public and is sponsored by the WSU
International Studies program. For
more information contact Ruth
Forsythe at 457-5564.

i
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452 - 2421
free pregnancy test

99

free confidential help

11:30 am - 3:30 pm
d ($1.19 after 3:30 pm)
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MSUSA seeking another one
cent increase in student fees
By DAVE TERPSTRA
Winonan Staff
Students in the State University
System may see an additional onecent per credit increase in their Minnesota State University Student Association (MSUSA) fees next year.
The increase, requested by
MSUSA to the Board, would cover
financial needs of the Cultural Diversity programs throughout the
system.
The increase had originally been
proposed in 1990 as a two-cent per
credit increase, which would have
raised the fee from eight cents to io
cents per credit.

The Minnesota State University
Board, however, initially approved
only a one-cent per credit increase
and deferred the additional cent increase until this year.
According to Jim Stigman, MSUSA
state chair, the fee increase is to be
used to replace old equipment, to
offset inflation, and to pay for a
growing number of student participants. Stigman also feels the fees could
be used to increase student awareness
to the Cultural Diversity program on
state university campuses. The additional one-cent increase, he added,
is crucial due to drop in enrollment
expected for the next school year.
"We need to get more people in-

volved in the (Cultural Diversity)
program," he said. "It is important to
let students know the good things it
can do for them and to increase their
awareness."
According to an official MSUSA
committee report, MSUSA has
"strongly encouraged each student
senate to work with their university
administration and with the MSUSA
to further encourage diversity on state
university campuses."
One of MSUSA's programs with a
cultural diversity emphasis is the
Penny Fellowship. This fellowship
provides financial assistance to state
university students in community or
public service internships. Cultural

diversity is one goal of the fellowship
program. According to the MSUSA
committee report, the fellowship has
"successfully funded" minority students as well as students working
with people of different cultures.
MSUSA is involved in other cultural diversity programs as well. The
MSUSA partially funds the "Culture
Crossing" section in the MSUSA
Monitor and cultural awareness
speakers brought to the MSUS.
MSUSA figures indicate that the
number of student participants in the
system's cultural diversity programs
is the highest at Winona State University. Of the seven, WSU had 146 of
the total of 556 student participants.

Forum
NEED A TUXEDO FOR A
FRATERNITY, SORORITY, OR
SPRING FORMAL SPECIAL
EVENT?
Check out our selection of tuxedos
at THE WEDDING PLANNERS.
We have the lowest prices in
town. And if a group of 20 or
more rent from THE WEDDING
PLANNERS, all tuxedos will be
reduced

$45 to $49

Continued from page 1
Eastman would like to see lots of
interaction between the students and
the professors.
"We don't want to tell the faculty
they must be out here for 40 hours
a week," Eastman said. "We want the
spirit of integration."
The faculty for the Residential
College has not been chosen yet.
Maudie Williams, steering committee member, said, "We would like
six faculty members based over there
to permit the kind of involvement we
want to see come from the program."
The faculty members' offices will
be on the CST campus to give students better access to their professors.
Hyle would also like to see professors occasionally eat with the Residential College students.

CONTACT RICH AT THE
WEDDING PLANNERS TO
ARRANGE THIS SPECIAL DEAL.

"Mealtime is the best time to give
a community feeling between the
faculty and the students," he said. "It
will help break down the barriers."

THE WEDDING PLANNERS
122 WEST SECOND STREET

The Residential College is being
funded by Winona State University
and the Hiawatha Valley Education
Foundation.

454-6535
Next to Sammy's Pizza and below
State Farm Insurance.

Sweetland said the foundation
won't have any control over the Residential College. The residence hall
director, however, will be an employee of the foundation.

WSU student
wins fellowship
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS
News Editor

Winona State University senior
Jennifer Krause was chosen to receive a Penny Fellowship award for
her spring internship. She will receive $250 to help cover costs during
her internship at the Winona
Women's Resource Center (WRC).
The fellowship, administered by
the Minnesota
State University Student
Association, is
awarded to
students doing community service
internships.
Krause, a
social work
major from
Winthrop
Harbor, Ill.,
said the
money was
"definitely"
put to good
use.
"It couldn't
have come at
a better time,"
she said. "I really needed it
Jennifer Krause
badly."
Krause said she enjoys her internship at the WRC.
"They have given me a variety of
things to do," she said, "but I enjoy
it a lot. I feel like I'm actually out
there helping someone, using my
skills instead of just reading a textbook."
Part of her duties include being
an advocate for battered and abused
women. She helps clients fill out
various court forms, goes with them
to file the forms in court and even
appears at hearings with them.
"We really follow through the
whole ordeal with them," she said.
"I've learned a lot."
Another part of her internship
included coordinating the "Touch"
program, a play that teaches schoolchildren good and bad touches. The
play was performed by WSU students at more than 10 area schools in
February.
"I've always wanted to work with

Cuts

The two groups will meet in May Continued from page 1
to further discuss the issues about the
college.
Boehmke's options are brighter
than many others'. Because she has
some seniority, she has the option of
"bumping" a couple of other employees out of their positions. With
this bumping system, an employee
who is cut may take the job of a person whose classification he has previously held, if he has seniority.
"As hard as it is to bump people,"
Boehmke said, "I'm glad I won't be
out of a job. A lot of people don't like
the system. But is is a safety net, a
protection. It's unfortunate to have to
use it, but I'm glad it's there."
Scott Ellinghuysen, an account
clerk in the business office whose
position is also in jeopardy, sees a
double-edged sword in the bumping
system.
"People won't be working where
they want to work, and departments

children," Krause said, "and I finally got to do that with this program."
Krause is one of four Minnesota
State University System students
chosen from a field of 35 applicants
to receive a Penny Fellowship this
spring.
The fellowship is named in honor
of Minnesota's First District Congressman Tim Penny. A former
WSU student
senate president, Penny
played an active role in
the development of the
MSUSA and
has continued his commitment to
higher education in the
Legislature.
MSUSA
created the
Penny Fellowship in
response to
the need for
more community service workers.
The fellowship is available to MSUS students
doing public or community service
internships.
According to Rhonda Staska, associate director of MSUSA, 'The
students of MSUSA felt there was a
need for this kind of program. Most
of these internships are low paid or
unpaid."
Staska said as awareness'of the
fellowships increases, so does the
number of applicants.
"The quality of the applications
has increased each quarter," she
said. "It gets harder and harder for
the recipients to be chosen."
The fellowships, which began
making awards in the springof 1989,
has awarded more than $22,000 to
52 student interns. Students can receive up to $1,000 from the program.
The fellowship is funded by
grants from foundations and private contributions.
won't have the people they need," he
said. "Everybody is going to be affected."
Ellinghuysen said a rift may develop on campus.
"You can see the campus being
divided between those who may be
cut and those who have been here
awhile and don't care about the cuts,
so they go on spending money," he
said.
Although he has no option to
bump, Ellinghuysen said he hasn't
begun looking for other work yet.
Boehmke also mentioned how
difficult it has been to keep her spirits
up.
"It's hard on morale," she said.
"It's hard to keep on doing your job
like before, knowing you may not be
here for long."
Kane said he understands these
type of concerns / but emphasized that
it was the positions, not the individual people, that had to be cut.
'These are good people," he said.
'These cuts are not related to job
performance in any way, shape or
form. It's strictly related to the budget."

WHAT IS BETTER THAN

SUNSHINE & BEER?

8 sessions $22.50
10 sessions $33.50
20 minute session

$3.00

30 minute session

$4.00

TANNING AT
WINONA LIQUOR
157 E. 3rd Street
452-6067

PAPA JOHN'S
BY THE

199'S Wor o-er-lkeetbrz

99 4d

11:30 am - 3:30 pm
($1.19 after 3:30 pm)
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ditorial
Students should not be indifferent to budget cuts
One out every seven of your non-graduating friends
will not return to school next fall. Many professors will
not return to WSU. The library will, again, not be
updated in structure nor content. Classes will be
bigger and fewer. Financial aid will decrease. And
now there is the possibility of 3 of the 4 Minnesota
higher education systems merging. These future outlooks are the result Gov. Arnie Carlson's budget cuts;
unfortunately, many students at WSU are oblivious to
them all.
Bill Garrison, a Winonan photographer, asked over
30 different people what they thought of Carlson's
budget cuts for the "Speak Up WSU" section of the
Winonan this week. Unfortunately, he barely received
enough answers to fill the space. No, these people were
not camera shy; they were by their own choice uninformed. "Who cares?" "What about it?" and "I don't
really think about it," were some of the answers he
received.
What is happening to WSU, the system and higher
education thanks to these cuts is terrible and you are
going to pay for it—out of your pockets and in the
quality of education you are to receive. Students are
falling victim to the cuts, but many here just chalk it up
to another thing wrong with WSU.
A variety of things have been heard around campus
illustrating student's indifference to the issue. For example, one WSU student said the decrease in the

library budget won't affect WSU because students are
used to it, since the library hasn't contained any new
holdings for quite sometime. Another student said
classes are already scarce, so next year won't be a
surprise . This student argued that with the decrease in
enrollment there will still be the same number of
students trying to get into the same number of classes.
And another said, concerning the cuts to faculty and
administrators, that there were too many at WSU
anyhow.
As it seems, many already have a bleak outlook of
WSU, but next year it will become desolate. You may
be used to some of the disadvantages of this university,
but in the future it will be something you will not
become nor want to become familiar with. If you think
the quality is bad now, next year you might not want to
go to college, because it is going to get worse.
The budget cuts will affect every WSU student if not
financially, definatly academically. Higher education
in Minnesota is becoming a high-priced item with a
discount store's worth. The question is will it be worth
anything at all in the long run? Students are attending
colleges to pave the road to their futures, but many will
not be able to do that if they are not given the proper
tools. The budget cuts are eliminating these tools—
professors, computers, new books, etc.
It's your futures at stake.

Letters to the Editor
Local citizen
feels cheated
by system
Dear Editor:

"I don't like it. If it affects financial aid, it could cause problems for
people who don't have the money for
school."

Tammy Knutson
Freshman undecided major

"I do not approve of the budget,
because it doesn't allow for flexibility to make changes in the university
system. The problem is it doesn't
allow us to make cuts grad ually down
the line. Instead , we have to make
cuts that give instant savings. For
example, new books, equipment such
as computers and some faculty."

Dr. Dennis Nielsen
Dean of Science and
Engineering

Even God cannot change a heart
of stone to a heart of flesh without the
person willingit. God also commands
us that if your neighbor does wrong,
tell him.
"He must know what he is doing,
"There is so much emphasis on
I had requested lawyers from
but in the long run it will hurt a lot of competing with the Japanese and it
Winona County to oppose Lawrence
people, students, and faculty."
will make it harder to get an educa- Collins and Juluis Gernes.
tion. It doesn't make sense."
The beginning of January, I submitted evidence to Winona County
Greg Sievers
Dan Urlick
Commissioners justifying them to fire
Junior criminal justice major
Junior advertising major
Clerk of Court, Sally Cumiskey, for
denying my due process accorded
U.S. citizens in the 14th amendment.
After four weeks, I got law 485 which
says the Clerk must post a Bond with
the State and oath to uphold the law.
This is approved by the Chief Judge,
Lawrence Collins. A copy of Bond
and oath should be filed in the County
Recorder's office. Bob Bambenek has
no such record.
Pat Blaisdell provided the
Recorder's office with a blanket bond
for all county employees EXCEPT for
the person who has to post individual
bond. This blanket Bond does not
cover any employee who violated
civil rights of another. Last week I got
an updated blanket bond but it has
the same exclusions as the 1988 bond.
Evidence submitted to Commis"I don't agree with the budget. If sioners included two pages Mountain
the cuts are in the form of cutting new News which is the official report on
library books or limiting the number Chapter, 1978, which is the highest
of new computers, the students will governing Body in the Franciscan
be hurt in the long run."
Convent, Rochester, Minn. I am
quoted giving Church Law which
allows each Sister to address Chapter.
However, Canon Lawyer, Sister
Margaret Mary Modde says, we don't
Wendy Lau
Junior secondary social science do it that way in our Order. I was
denied to reveal corruption and those

and history major

who accuse me of not obeying are
themselves guilty of not obeying
Church Law. These two pages are on
my bike signs and in File no. C7-87249. Judge Margaret Shaw Johnson
denied me a jury trial and Judge
Lawrence Collins agreed and neither
one considered any evidence. Don
Peterson said he read my letter and
recycled it. (No comprehension.)
Stephen Delano said he wanted no
more letters from me. I was told
Judge Dennis Challeen denied me a
trial 2/28/80, used the wrong law to
evict me and my accuser was not in
court which violated the 6th amendment. Delano and Challeen are former
law partners. Lester Ladewig told
me that many people cannot be
wrong. McCauley did not reply when
I asked what will you do? John Brand
has my letter on file at home.
I also asked the Board to cancel
the contract with John Mingebecause
John refused to help this senior citizen. The blanket bond does not cover
dishonesty.
God says when we refuse the
Truth, that sin is not forgiven.
John Brand ad mittedMarch 26 that
he never read my first letter in January.

believe that thanks is never to late in
coming. This community is lucky
because we have businesses, institutions, organizations, and people that
are interactive physically and financially, and are willing to help one
another.
So, once again we say thank you
and tip our hats to these area businesses that dug into their pockets in
the name of safety.
• Finn and Sawyers
$100
• Fibrite
75
• K-Mart
50
• WSU Student Senate
40
'Banger's
25
• Midtown
25
• TCBY
25
• Zach's on the Tracks
25
• Econofoods
20
• Home Beverage Liquors 20
• Mark-It Foods
20
• Lang's
15
• Hot Fish Shop
10
• Mingles'
10
$460

Anthony L. Bell, Chair
Student Services Committee
WSU Student Senate

Letters Policy

Sister Elzear Lillian Kral

Senate thanks
local businesses
for donations

The Winonan encourages letters to the editor
by students, staff, faculty
and community members.
Letters are due by Fiday at
noon prior to the next publication. Letters received
unsigned will not be
printed. The Winonan reserves the right to edit letters for content, clarity and
space. Letters will run in
the order received.

Dear Editor,
The WSU Student Senate, the Student Services Committeeand I would
like to express our gratitude to the
businesses of Winona for their donations to the safety whistle campaign
we initiated earlier in the year.
Your funding was invaluable to
the success of the program, and we
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Contents of the liinonan are 0 copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.

"Cutting education might be like
eliminating the chances that one of
us could be the next President of the
United States."

"There is only one opinion, bad
news. Cuts shouldn't be made, because education is the foundation to
enter the work force. This in turn
contributes to the economy."

"Education is so important in getting an interview. If these cuts affect
financial aid, I don't know if I can
afford to continue school."

Jackie Mueller
Junior criminal justice major

Laurie Quinn
Junior English major

Terresa Speer
Freshman social work major
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I'm a little apprehensive of admitting this to all of
you, but I'm sure I'm not alone when I say...I'm a
sucker for a good, juicy talk show. Sally Jessy, Joan
Rivers, Donahue, and especially Oprah—(heck,
sometimes even Jerry Rivers—a.k.a. Geraldo—if I'm
desperate.) I don't know why this is, but as soon as I
turn any one of these shows on, I'm as good as glued
to the set.
I think it's the way they lure you in...1'11 be getting
ready for my 10:00 class and I'll flip on the TV. A few
commercials come on, and then all of a sudden one of
their voices will blare out, "WIVES WHO FOUND
OUTYEARS LATER THATTHEIR HUSBANDS ARE
REALLY WOMEN—ON THE NEXT DONAHUE!"
What', you think to yourself. Did I hear that right?
I'll jil,c watch the first few minutes to get the scoop,
you rationalize, and then I'll turn it off.
No chance. Five minutes turns into 10, then 15,
then 20 as the story gets more and more twisted.
Heck, once you've watched 20 minutes of it you might
as well stick it out for the bizarre end. But you
couldn't help but watch it, right? First they start off
showing the wife and the husband (who's really a
woman) and they ask the wife how she possibly could
have married this "man" and lived with him for five
years without knowing he was a she. The wife timidly
replies that she d id n't believe in premarital sex before
they were married and ad mits she really isn't interested
in sex at all so they never had it and therefore she
never knew he was a woman. They ask the husband
why he (she) did this to his (her) wife, and he (she)
says that he (she) really did love the wife, and is a
cross-dressing transsexual and has been very confused
sexually since birth. At the time they were married, he
(she) tries to say that he (she) didn't know for sure at
that point whether he (she) WAS a him or a her. (Sure,
likely story.) When he (she) realized that he (she) was
really a woman, he (she) had fallen in love with the
wife and didn't want to let her know the deep dark
secret. (By the way, he (she) really does look like a man
because he's (she's) been taking male hormones for 12
years!)
Just when you think it can't get any sicker, they
bring out the wife's mother, (his (her) mother-in-law)
who says that she knew there was something funny

about him (her) ever since they all went out to dinner
the first time and he (she) followed her ( the mother-inlaw) into the LADIES' rest room! At this point you're
thinking where do they find these people?
Never fear, there's always a psychologist that they
bring out during the last 10 minutes that explains that
this situation is "not all th,..t uncommon in today's
society" and then goes into detail about the psychological well-being (or unwell-being) of these people.
Once the show's over, you are determined that this
was just a one time thing and you won't watch this
show ever again, until they tell you what's the topic for
tomorrow...STAY TUNED TOMORROW WHEN
WE'LL HAVE MEN WHO LEFT THEIR WIVES FOR
THEIR MOTHER-IN-LAWS, ON THE NEXT OPRAH
WINFREY SHOW. What channel does that come on
again?
Not all talk shows are about cross-dressing transsexuals, though. The other day I watched Sally Jessy
and they had homeless people.on who lived underneath
New York City in tunnels. They showed where they
lived and they explained why they were homeless—
they said no one ever gave them a chance. All they
needed was a little help to get back into society and
they thought they would be able to support themselves
from there. Some of them had been living in these
tunnels for 20 years and not one person ever helped
them with clothes, food, anything. I thought to myself,
now I was all for the Gulf War and Operation Desert
Storm and I thought it was great how this whole
country pulled together to protect their military interests.
Wouldn't it be something if we could do the same
thing right here in our own country to support our
own human interests?

If I were to recant the events of Easter at my house,
would you read any further? Sprinkled with various
seasonings and such, the melting ham shined upon
the oaken table. Baked for hours, the ham was ready
for the big show. We, the audience, waited for the
grand show with cutlery in hand. The Easter candles
flickered off our awaiting knives. And drool seeped
from the corner of my dog's mouth.
This all was very pleasing to me. After a brief but
well read verse, the ham was sliced
smoothly. Whether the sudden
smell of ingestional gas came from
my little brother or the dog will
remain a mystery. I smiled. Soon,
the ham was broken into various
slices and dispersed among the
family. I could cut it with a dull
fork...and that was not all that was
cut at the table. My little brother
nudged me with his butter knife
and made a "pew" face. Despite the
religious connotations, the smell
was evident. I smiled.
The smell subsided as the fruit
filled jello came my way. I had to
pass as my plate was already topped full of other
items equally as tasty. Pleasant smiles were exchanged
as all the family members devoured items of food
stuff. And, after awhile, the food stuff became just
'stuff' as we were all beginning to bloat with near full
bellies.
My grandparents started arguing about various
names within the family and who married who stuff.
All in all, the whole dinner, along with the various
conversations, proved to be very filling. So filling in
fact that I was put into a nap immediately after dinner.
Whether this was due to the stuff of the table, the
argumentative conversations, or the smells of
ingestional gas also remains a mystery. All I remember
is zonking out right in the chair. After several moments of ignorance, the rest of my family must have
noticed that I was unconscious as I was awakened by
their silent stares. The next sound I heard was my
grandpa's stomach growling with digestion or indigestion, whatever it was. I smiled with an assumed
understanding that he was the one responsible for all
the great gas.

"I guess I've had enough food," I said.
The rest of the family only laughed . My little brother
wanted to be excused from the table so that he could go
out with a chick...ha ha, I mean, he wanted to go and
frolic with the little neighborhood kids. He was politely excused.
More acid-like smells were then emerging and my
assumption was close to confirmation by process of
elimination, since the little bandit of a brother was
gone. I was beginning to think of
how trite and dull things must be
if my train of thought was reduced
to such low levels, but I quickly
dismissed the thought since I was
having so much 'fun.'
With the little theatrical fourth
grader gone, the conversation rate
slowed way down. Occasionally,
little spurts of argumentation
would emerge from the grandparents about names and the such.
And I thought that the arguments
were the only things emerging
from them. "Collie, this will make
a good column," I thought. Little
did I know.
Finally, during another lull in the conversation, I
had to make a confirmation. "Little indigestion,
Cramps?" I asked.
"What? What arc you talking about?"
I didn't know what to say then. Everyone else just
kind of looked at me in a confused sort of way. They
honestly had no idea what in the heck I was talking
about. I sat in silence. Then a little 'ph ft' emerged from
under my chair. I bent over only to see my yellow lab
sleeping kindly beneath my chair. Another woofer
answered my inquisitive look...
"Ah, nothing," I stuttered, "nothing at all...it was
just that I thought that...well, nothing...Katic has just
been, well...passing me some secret sulfur eggs, that's
all."
Naturally, everyone laughed and got a kick out of
the whole affair. I merely got a nice confirmation from
my beloved canine. She remained asleep during all the
commotion, despite the smells.
THE POINT: Even a rotten egg is a welcomed egg
on Easter.
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JILL FARRAND

Church is like hockey. On Easter I went to the 11
o 'clock service and of course I was late. I flew into the
parking garage and a fine lady and I headed towards
the hugely swelling place of worship.
Now I think you get the picture.
Easter is like the playoffs, say, in Minnesota for
example. During the regular season, seats are easy to
come by, but come playoff time there are a lot more
North Stars' fans.
In Church you don't need a ticket but you should
get there early.
You can stay home and worship your
hockey team on television. While the
game is on you can order a catalog by
sending money to an "800" number.
During some TV church services, you
can send in money by calling the "800"
number.
In church you can't tell the players without a program.
In church, especially if you are
an old/traditional Catholic, the
organ sounds between plays, you
sit, you stand, you sit, and then
stand, sit, stand, kneel, sit, stand,
kneel...
In hockey it's the same thing
except the stadiums have huge scoreboards
rather than hymnal board. Wait there's another one.
On the huge scoreboard they show tonight's attendance and people bet on the number. In church they
have a smaller version with last week's attendance. I
don't think anyone bets on the attendance though.
Maybe the ministers could say, "This is worship, please,
no wagering."
In the stadium you can get lots of food, chilidogs,
pizza, beer. In church you can get pancakes! Well, right
after church. In hockey the beer vendors are sometimes really old people (blue hairs). In church watch
out for things that fell in the pancakes. Once I was
eating at a church function and I pulled out this long,
blue hair from my potato salad. One square of potato
salad was swinging about five inches below my fork,
dangling from below my fork. This was way before
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April is
Sexual Awareness Month
WRC plans events to celebrate
the survival of victims
By Jennifer Pettit
admit to committing an act that meets the
legal definition of rape.
The Women's Resource Center of Winona
is the sponsor of Sexual Assault Awareness
Month. The center has planned a number of
events to celebrate the survival of sexual
assault victims, to honor those who did not
survive and to help educate those whose
lives it has not yet had a brutal impact on.
On April 30, a candlelight vigil will be
held to honor those who have survived
sexual assault and those who did not. The
vigil will be held at the Jaycees shelter beginning at 7:30 p.m. The vigil will include the
lighting of candles, music and speakers.
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April is Sexual Assault Awareness
Month. It is a time for individuals to examine their awareness; whether they are
currently active in working toward
changing societal attitudes about sexual
assault, surviving from a sexual assault or
finding a comfort level in dealing with
this problem. It is important that everyone
develops their awareness of sexual assault.
Have you ever stopped to consider that
sexual assault is more than rape? Sexual
assault includes more than just the "date"
or "stranger" rape that you hear about in a
Human Society class or the dorm's education seminars.
Sexual assault takes many forms besides
that of rape, such as marital rape, incest,
prostitution, sexual harassment or any
form of sexual touching that a person does
not consent to.
Learning through Sexual Assault
Awareness Month it is the key to breaking
some of the myths and stereotypes society
has about sexual assault. According to
recent statistics, 10 percent of all rapes
happens to children, 10-14 percent happens
within a marriage and a woman is four
times as likely to be sexually assaulted by
someone she knows than by a stranger. On
a closer level, perhaps, is the recent statistic in People magazine's issue about
campus rape that one in 12 college men

Marge Simpson got the gig on that Bart show, but I
think it was one of those "kitchen old ladies."
At hockey games you can be a season ticket holder.
At church you can go every weekend with some
attendance during special weeknight events.
At hockey games they have ushers that show you
where your seat is. They also tell you to sit down and
kick you out of seats that you don't have tickets for. I
wonder what would happen if I remained standing in
church? Would people yell, "Hey, sit down buddy,
down in front:" Would they throw hymnals at me?
That brings up the first difference between hockey and
church. I have gotten in a lot less fights at church
than I have at Black Hawk games.
And, contrary to popular belief I have gone to a lot more
church services than hockey.
When the organist plays
mump,mump,
mump mump,mump,mump,
everyone yells, "Let's go Hawks."
When they little lady in the
back on the organ plays "Fear not,
Little Flock" I usually sing that,
although I could probably get away
with singing "Let's go Hawks." (It's
the same song.)
In hockey you have to go downstairs to get food and beer. In church
you have to go downstairs to get food, they don't
have a "Bud" vendor in my church.
It would be really weird if guys ran around church
with those aluminum containers, clanking the tops
and saying -clank,clank,clank, "Yo,hot dogs here,
getcha red hots."
Now just because I wrote this column, does not
mean you can go to church this weekend, throw beer
off of the balcony, beat up somebody, yell stupid stuff
at Satan (visitor) and throw stuff on the ice. Couldn't
you just see a bunch of church ladies doing the wave
and yelling " Satan Sucks, Satan Sucks."
That would be outta hand!

Also on every Tuesday, throughout the
month, a brief spot will be played on KQAL
about sexual assault and on April 23 a show
will be broadcast that will include voices of
sexual assault survivors.
In addition to these specially planned
events, the Women's Resource Center has
support groups for survivors of sexual assault and abusive relationships.
Look at the women around you. One out
of every four will be the victim of some form
of sexual assault in her lifetime. Are you
willing to stand aside and let it happen or
are you willing at least take the small risk
and become informed?
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The Winonan is
currently accepting
applications for
1991-92 Editor-in-Chief
•This position is open to all WSU students
editing,
•Experience in journalism,
word processing and lay out are preferred.
Applications are available In the Winonan Office in the Lower
Hyphen of Kryzsko Commons. Please submit writing samples
with applications.
Interview process begins the last weekend in April. Selection will be announced May 1. Applications for this position will
be accepted until April 19.
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Oen' Giant, freshman doorknob turning major, jumps for joy upon
seeing her rescuer, 0 f f icer illy Garriss ion. (She had spent four days
in the pothole near the <Stork Hall construction site before last
Thursday's rescue.

I

Student Rescued
cful ED'aup

By Candy I. Eatitall

113§30, E;SCDEIUTO

"I was constantly running and jumping to dodge
car tires," she said. "It's a good thing there was a
ledge to hide under."
She said she tripped and fell while walking from
Kryszko Commons to the Library Sunday night. "I
was practicing my ballet moves on my way to do
some required reading for my Feature wri ting class,"
she said. "I never would have guessed the pothole
was that deep."
Giant doesn't plan to sue, but she is planning to
take action as a result of her fall. "It isn't anybody's
fault, really. I guess if I had to pin the blame on
anyone, it would be good old Arne Carlson." she
said. "No one knew how deep they really were."
She said she plans to circulate a petition to get the
city to fill them, and if that doesn't work she'll "get
some corncobs from my friend Debi and fill them
myself."
Giant said she got a lot of studying done. "Ikcause I was on my way to the library, I had my
schoolwork with me so I did it," she said. "I even got
a story out of it (the experience) for my feature
writing class."
I ler professors have been understanding about
the classtime she missed. Susie Mull, Giant's ballet
professor, said, "I'm impressed with how she used
her time constructively. I ler ballet has really improved. Either she practiced a lot or her moves to
avoid cars did her some good."

Staff Whiner
A Winona State University student Jeni Giant, a
freshman doorknob turning major, was found wandering aimlessly in a pothole near the library last
Thursday afternoon.
Friends reported Giant missing last Monday
morning when she didn't show up for classes.
Sonny Garrett said, "Jeni is a dedicated student
who never misses class, so I knew something was
terribly wrong when she didn't show up for underwater basket weaving."
Garrett, a junior finance major, reported her missing to the Police.
Officer Billy Garrission took the report. I le said,
"tie was a frantic young man, but he gave a very
detailed description of Miss Giant."
Police located Giant at 2:03 p.m. Thursday.
Garrission found her wandering in the largest pothole
between I lowell and the Stark I fall construction site.
"I knew those potholes were big, but I never thought
we'd find her there," hesaid. "I think something needs
to be done about those caverns. It's a wonder she
wasn't killed."
Giant escaped without physical injury, but found
the experience to be quite traumatic. She said, "I was
scared, real scared. No one knows how big those
things are. I wondered if I'd ever be found."
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By Al Koholic

pcsite sketches of him.

Staff Dermatologist

Ditcka depressed, down, dieting
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Coach Dicka looks down in the dirt
after his team tackles a umpire.
Ditka has been down lately due to
Depression, and Diet.

Mike Ditcka seen here lamenting
the Bears early dissmisal from last
year's NFL playoffs, ponders this
season's new team strategy and personal diet. The Bears were way more
awesome than the rest of the Packers,
Vikings and Lions, but then again
how hard is that. Iron Mike also said
he is tired of people calling him
Michael so He is going to change his
name to Jim.
" I tink dat dis is sometin I gotta
do, ya know just sometin dat will
help da team," siad Ditcka. " We really stunk lastycar, we shouldn't have
won a single game but those other
losers (Vikings, Packers) were really
so bad that we couldn't even give da
game to em," said Ditcka.
When asked how the team was
doing for next year he said the team
was a little over wieght but that he
would have them back down in no
time as he personaly would start the
dieting and set an example. (When
this went to press Ditcka had gained
25 lbs. since that time)
"I don't think we'll win another
game!" Ditcka said.
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Space aliens disguised as
Cheddarheads invaded KSU last
week and as a result many students
have turned up missing.
30 students, including the Press'
business manager and editor, are
missing after many students clad in
Packer, Bucs and Brewer shirts invaded various buildings.
In a rare interview, one space alien

said the disguise was used because
no one would suspect.
"People realize Cheddarheads
havegiven up all hope on their sport's
teams and won't notice their apparent insanity," hc said. "It'slike they're
going to Stone Hedge when they go
to games...it's an obvious insanity."
He also added that human
Cheddarheads are currently worshiping the aliens in Bratwurst fashion during tailgate parties .
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Editor's Note:

Thispage is the
annual attempt at an April Fools' Jo
meant to take a satirical look at WS
life, etc. It is attempt at humor. If y(
it, just turn the page.

f unny hit by )

When asked about what his
opinion about a golf match between
God and Himself, he said, "You know
my fans are behind me and I tink it
would be a fair fight and all but in da
end I would probably be a stroke or
two better dan him. You know he's a
busy dude, and he would get calls
while we were out on da course,"
Ditcka said.
When asked about the Refrigerator weighing less than Ditcka he
laughed but then became enraged
and attacked the reporter. Only a
massivecoronaryfailure and a couple
hundred thousand cheeseburgers
prevented Ditcka from killing the
reporter.
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Peter Cottontail , in the midst of recent bud,..i
cuts, has been forced to forcefully take cal
from children who won't give in to his plead)
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Elvis, Hitler, Morrison

speak at Ksu

to Highlight KSU Springfest
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Winona - Elvis Presley,
Jim Morrison and Hitler were
announced as the big talent for
this years' Spring Fest, the annual
ritual of Spring that is celebrated
by Kruegy State students. Although fans will be disappointed
that the local mega-gararage
bands such as Hodgie Podgie
and Oxey Morons 5 will not be
taking part in the Fest, the talent
this year should be strong
enough to ward off a mass suicide by the crowd because of
their desire to see these bands.
When contacted about the
change in talent, the UPACers
hoped there wouldn't be a riot.
Shiela Haysthere UPACer
spokesmodel said," we think
they will be happy with this
change because Morrison is going to do some Hall and Oats and
Elvis is always good on his covers of popular show tunes."
Haysthere continued to express here approval of the talent
and said that everything would
be "cool".
" They are good. Sure they
are not Hodge Podge, but that
Hitler has a great act," said
Haysthere.
Morrison will do covers of
popular Hall and Oats songs such

as Mancater and Private Eyes
and will close with a smart little
rendition of Puppy Love by
Captain and Tenile.
Plans for Elvis's comeback are
a bit more sketchy since the artist
has been reborn as a veal calf.
Elvis could not be reached
for coment but his agent said the
King is in Grade A condition.
Pat Ma whency, Elvis's agent
said, "the King has got a great
show, the wardrobe is being
collected for the Bandshell gig
from Elvis museums all over the

country."
Hitler, one of the less popular choices for a stand-up act, is
going to do a few impressions
and some ad-lib stand-up.
Hitler's new look is the most
talked about ingredient of the
act. His preppy haircut and dress
are popular with the younger
crowd. He is experiencing newfound popularity after discarding the small mustache for the
full beard-look. His stage name
has gone a long way twords that
success,as Wolfe Blitser is an all
around better name.
When contacted, Hitler
(Blitser) said, "Mein Kampf ist
wunderbarr".
Hitler's success in the Gulf
crisis media coverage is largely
the reason that he has decided
on the new tour. Translated,
Hitler said, "I alvays used to say
the jokes in the bunker, and my
men would laugh otherwise I
would cut them up."- Editor's
note:we think he meant to say he
made them laugh really hard but
who knows. Many people have
been overheard to say they will
just stay home and do cartoon
cocktails until after the Hitler
stand-up as a boycott.
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If you spend hours behind the
wheel wondering why every time you
drive there always seems to be a line of
about 20 cars built up ht.:Li...2 you, t:.ui
you may be the ideal member for the
Anti-Destination League, or Al"
is planning to open an offic( Somewhere
in Minnesota this summer.
"We're looking for the type of driv
ers who would exemplify our standards of
non-movement and who would do their
best to transform the orderly flow of traffic
into hopeless snarls," said Egbert
Doughall, ADL's public relations officer at
a press conference this afternoon.
Doughall added that the reason
ADL is interested in Somewhere in Minnesota is because of their "driving behavior, which dovetails nicely with our own
beliefs."
At the press conference Doughall
listed a set of points that ADL members
should follow to meet the organization's
objectives, they are:
• Find the biggest vehicle you can
short of a semi-truck, and replace the
engine, with one salvaged from a diesel
Chevette or a Yugo. This will bring the
car's performance standards within ADL's
acceleration guideline of 0-60mph in
roughly 20 minutes.
• Replace all shock absorbers with
steel rods, effectively turning the vehicle
into something as flexible as a shopping
cart. This will force the driver to use extra
care in going over bumps, potholes and
railroad intersections, which will hopefully slow traffic to a standstill for at least
10 minutes.
Equip all ADL cars with police
•
radar, so members can judge the speed
of oncoming traffic to judge the best moment to pull out in front of them.

• Members will be trained to drive
their vehicles as if they were piloting the
Exxon Valdez supertanker.
• All new members will be taking the
new, experimental drug, L-SLOTH.
The drug, slows reaction times and
.11,11.es lie subject extremely susceptible
to subliminal messages, which will be
included on an audio tape given to all
members.
Doughall refused comment on the
exact contents of the tape, but other
sources say the tape includes messages
such as:
1. Ignore the posted speed limit; 1520 mph will do fine for most cases
2. At 4-way stops, always go first no
matter who else is there.
3.
Pull out in front of other traffic
when they are about 30 feet away and
closing rapidly
4. You should always be cautious at
railroad crossings; slow to a crawl when
going over them, especially the newer

ones.
5. When driving at night, leave your
brights on at all times. The other drivers
(those flashing their lights back at you)
won't mind it. Besides, you need more
illumination to see
anyway.
6. Turn signals are not important, so
use them at your discretion. It's okay to
signal right, then turn left or vise versa,
that way you can keep other drivers on
their toes. You can also leave one of your
signals on while driving. A permanently
blinking signal will not make you look like
more of an idiot than you all ready are.
7. Suddenly braking in the middle of
the road for no apparent reason is fine
turning are even
also, in fact, braking,
better. That will help make the other
drivers ( the ones behind you with smoke
coming out the wheel wells) more alert.
8. Traffic lanes and arrows are to be

dqet cuts

ignored, especially since no one is sure
how they got there in the first place. You
can make left turns from the right lane
or vise versa. Just watch out for cars in the
lane you are cutting across because it
would ruin the fun if you hit them now
wouldn't it?
9. At stop lights, you may want to
occupy your mind with things other
watching for the light to turn green. When
you notice the light is green, accelerate as
slow as pc,ssible, this will save gas. If
a, vono
behind honks at your slothful
drip ing techniques, whip them the bird,
they don't know ar./thing about proper
driving techniqur Residents o S mcwhere in Minnesota reao'ons to ails news is mixed. Edie
May Crauln viewed the organization with
undimmed glee "Why, I've been driving
here for som. , 80 odd years now, and this
is the best orgLnization for us older drivers
in a long time, I can't wait to get my car in
the shop and replace that shameful V-8
with one of those little diesel thingamajigs."
Others aren't looking forward to
this however, Larry "Bubba the Hut"
Lardman, owner of Slimey's Pizza Emporium (We Deliver: when we feel like it).
Said "My delivery boys aren't going to
like this at all, I can tell you right now. The
drivers in this town are bad enough right
now, I hate to think of what it will be like
later this summer. If it gets any worse, I
might supply my drivers with surplus TOW
missiles and launchers, then maybe we
can shorten delivery times to three hours
instead of four."
ADL started up a few years ago in
Washington D.C. and wallowed in obscurity until Car and Driver magazine wrote
about them less than a year ago.
"The negative publicity from the
magazine boosted us to new heights instead of shooting us down as intended,"
said Doughall.
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Don't Let This One Pass
You

The Press's business
manager was found early
today after he burst out of a
KSU students stomach.
Lit L. Onne said that it
happened after eating a
Bratwurst covered in
cheddar cheese sold by a
man in Packer shirt.
She felt nausea and
before she knew a man
was climbing out of her
stomach.
The Press's business
manager, Reg Camelopper,
said he was happy to be
back.
Camelopper does not
however.

We Close Our Doors Forever Saturday At
PJlidnightlrllltrisntntftnrllntttnninnlrtttirttt
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remember what happened to him
Students on campus are desparatly
buying bratwurst and cheese with hopes
of finding their friends. There has actually
been a shortage of Bratwurst in the city.
Onne substained minor injuries.
She said "Wow, it was better than giving birth. An awesome
experience, everyone should experience."
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Student landlord prefers student tenants
"They would probably only have a full time job to keep them occupied and
would probably be much more knowledgeable about the laws, I couldn't get
away with what I do now."
Katzman said that his attitude about renting benefits the students as well
Landlord.
as himself because he has been in both places.
For many college students the word speaks for itself; bringing to mind
Because he rents to students they allow him to be a little more flexible with
images of someone who couldn't care less that a stove doesn't work or that the time frame of making repairs and he allows them to be a little more flexible
the heat is off, it's freezing and 2 a.m. But sitting across from Paul Katzman, about things such as late rent or parties.
those images seem to disappear.
"I try to look at both points of view. I want to be fair, I want to be able to
Katzman, 20, is a junior accounting major at Winona State University, who
relate to the students I am renting to," he said.
also happens to be a landlord. He is a strong contrast to a stereotype
He said things have not always been easy for him as a landlord but he has
mentioned above.
no regrets.
His red hair and broad shoulders make him look more like Richie
"I don't really regret it, anytime. But when you have 10 or 15 people come
Cunningham than someone who collects rent and makes house payments.
knocking on your door at the same time of night everything starts coming
On warm days you can see him throwing a tennis ball up at the windows
together and everything coming together is an avalanche," he said.
of the middle school across the street. When a school aide comes out to tell him
Occasionally his friends have been less than understanding when the
that it's hard enough to get the kids in class to pay attention to the teacher avalanche descends.
without him providing a distraction, he shrugs, looks like a kid caught
"At the beginning of the year, when I bought the house, I had a full time
goofing off in class and laughs.
job and was taking summer school classes. It was really frustrating because
Tenar, b> must occasionally, on Friday or Saturday nights after failing to a lot of people didn't understand my responsibilities and they wanted to go
get an answer to their knocks due to blaring music, call his apartment to tell
out and party and I had to grow up a little," he said. "That was really hard
him to keep the noise down; yes, he has house parties too.
sometimes."
Katzman bought the red and green house, containing five apartments, at
Katzman said school is his number one priority for the time being. He
the corner ofFtfth and Washington streets last spring.
hopes
to graduate next year, as one of the ever shrinking number of students
_
who can make it through college in less than five years.
He said he had been thinking about it since high school when his father
Thoughtfully he said that that Gov. Carlson's budget cuts haven't really
brought the idea of buying and managing a house up to him as a way to save
affected him, but also admits that because school comes first he doesn't know
on living expenses while in college.
He lived in Morey Hall his freshman year and last year he lived in an all that much about current laws or property taxes.
One thing he is certain of, he comments on wryly, is that he will still have
apartment. It was last year his dad told him he should get out and start
to pay the hefty full price for out-of-state tuition Carlson is calling for, despite
scouting around for houses.
"1 looked at about 20 houses that were on the market. Then I narrowed it the fact that he owns a house in Minnesota. He said his ownership would have
gotten him a deal on tuition in three years, but that he'll be done with school
down to four or five," Katzman said.
He ended up choosing the house he now owns and everything was kept by then and hopefully be out of Winona and having a management company
up well and appeared to be in good working order. In addition it is close to taking care of business in his place.
Some people are skeptical when they find out Katzman owns a house and
campus and Katzman thinks that will always be appealing to students and
manages the five apartments contained within its walls.
thus he is assured of a constant flow of potential renters.
"At first they don't believe me," he said. "But most people are impressed.
So far he likes his role as landlord.
"It's a really good experience," he said. "I was really nerve: asright when Usually the first thing they ask me is if I have any openings."
So far Katzman has had no problem filling the vacancies for next year.
I took over. I really had to learn how to communicate to people like bankers
Actually, he said he is renting out all the apartments to his friends. Laughing,
and plumbers. It's really made my communication skills better."
Deb Benedett/Whonan Staff
Many local landlords make a lot of money from students but don't he jokes about how convenient it is to own your own house so your girlfriend
Paul Katzman, junior accounting major, stands in front of the house he necessarily like to rent to them. For Katzman the opposite is true.
can rent an apartment from you. Katzman's girlfriend is among those "friends"
owns and manages.
"If I rented to non-students I think it would be much harder," he said. who's moving into one of the apartments in the building next year.

By JENNIFER PETTIT

Variety Editor

Park's work brings contemporary art to Watkins Gallery
By DEB BENEDETT

"I was never serious about becomming an artist, I just
enjoyed it, but when I had to make a college study
choice, art came naturally."
Seho Park

Winonan Staff

Stepping into the Paul Watkins Gallery at Winona State University is
like entering a new, unique world.
This abstract and contemporary way of seeing the world is entitled,
"Recent Works: Mixed Media and Installation," and is provided by art
department faculty member Seho Park.
Immediately viewers of Park's exhibit are surrounded by a cluster of thin
boards nailed together to form an interestingly patterned wall entitled,
"Entrance:
Park believes the passage from one place to another is important. He said
he had to make the feeling of the gallery entrance different than the preceding
room.
Looking at his work requires a great deal of attention, and for this reason
Park provides the audience with a chance to participate in his art. Audience
members sign their name on a small block of wood, and then place their block
among the numerous collection of other viewer's signatures on a large white
wall.
Park uses simple materials in his art. What they reveal when put together
is what makes the art piece unique.
Art, in his opinion, expresses and should not be explained. According to
Park, "Explaining should be left to scientists."
Park believes each of the exhibit pieces are relaxing and fulfilling.
Blue, turquoise, and white have become his signature colors since the
beginning. The reason for the use of these color choices is that they convey a
cool, relaxing, and friendly feeling.
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Deb Benedett/Winonan Staff
Seho Park stands behind "White Birds' Songs," one of the pieces
currently on display at the Watkins Gallery.
Park's humor is evident in his art as well as his personality. When
explaining his abundant use of white space, Park commented," Maybe it is
because as a Korean child, I ate white rice all the time with white chopsticks.
We were poor, so there were not a lot of colorful dishes."
Park tends to lookbeyond the physical exterior of objects and find the inner
beauty. While driving, Park often finds scenes of interest to him.

He warns, P :ople driving behind me should be careful, because you
never know when 1 might suddenly stop."
His interest in art began as a child.
Park said, "I was never serious about becoming an artist, I just enjoyed
doing it, but when I had to make a college study choice, art came naturally."
Park received a Bachelor of Art at Keimyung College in South Korea. He
has also completed a Master of Fine Arts and Ph.D at the University of
Minnesota.
Park began teaching at Winona State University in the fall of 1988 and
continues to teach drawing, design, and art education classes.
When asked if he plans to sell his work, Park answered with a smile, "I just
do it. I don't think about selling or the money, but maybe I should think about
it."
He then jokingly added, "Often people don't buy my work, because it does
not match their living room furniture."
His numerous exhibits have been shown throughout the United States as
well as in South Korea and Japan.
The exhibit at the Watkins Gallery is open to the public and will run
through April 12.

Dance, dance, dance

Lynn Jackson, Jeffery McLamb, and Guillermo Asca, all members of the Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble,
take part in the Master class they held for students and community members at CST Monday, March

Carol Dose/Photo Editor
25. The dance company taught the class before going to Rochester where they performed Tuesday
night. The performance was sponsored by the WSU Lyceum committee.
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Writer shares his
work and advice
By PAM JOHNSON
Asst. Variety Editor

After a four-year absence from Winona, a noted writer returned to
Winona State University to present some his work to a small gathering of
students and faculty.
Stephen Dunning,a short story writer, poet, editor and teacher from
Ann Arbor, Mich., visited the campus last Thursday where he read poetry
and short stories to an enthusiastic audience at the Alumni House.
Dunning said the reason he reads his work in front of people is because
it gives him insights on his work that he cannot get any other way.
"When I read, 1 watch faces. I see eyeballs roll around. I always learn
something about my work," Dunning said.
Dunning said some of his works are reflections of hope and despair.
"I'm interested in writing about the relationship between men and
women," he said.
"I try to write plain stuff that is clear," Dunning added.
He added that he thinks the feelings he deals with are shared by many.
John Reinhard, an English instructor at WSU, said, "His(Dunning)
stories tend to be careful examinations of character. His stories add
humor."
Although Dunning has written and edited 27 books during his career,
he said there are often times of stress.
"Like every writer I know, there's often rejections," Dunning said.
Dunning's stories and poetry reading ignited responses from surprise
to laughter.
Bill Linaman, a junior English major at WSU, said he learned how to
switch gears in a story from Dunning.
"I learned how to put surprise in a story," Linaman said.
Kelly Whipple, a freshman English major at WSU, said Dunning's
work is different than what he's used to.
"It's a step up from high school reading," Whipple said." I was entranced
as I listened to his story."
Others found the reading stimulating.
English professor, Marjorie Dorner said, "I found his story on "Zagnut"
an instructive and delightful lesson on how the writer's imagination

"Anybody who is serious has to read other
writer's work. They better figure a way to practice
everyday - as if they were trying to become a
golfer or dancer."
Stephen Dunning
works."
Although Dunning said he's always enjoyed reading, his interest as a
writer didn't peak until 1975, when he decided to write poetry.
"I thought being a writer would be more significant," Dunning said.
The same year he began writing poetry, he was elected President of
the National Council for Teachers of English.
Since then, Dunning has received numerous awards.
Dunning said his most noted works are: Reflections on a Gift of Watermelon Pickle and Some Haystacks Don't Have any Needle.
Besides writing, Dunning has taught English at the University of
Michigan but retired from his teaching position so that he could focus on
his fiction.
In addition to writing he was once a big band saxophone player for a
jazz band.
Dunning offers advice to writers.
"Anybody who is serious has to read other writer's work. They better
figure a way to practice everyday—as if they were trying to become
golfers or dancers," Dunning said. "They had better learn to put their
faith in revision, not in inspiration or first draft."
His reading was sponsored by the Lyceum Committee and was a free
event open to the public.

If Hollywood would listen, Hess has ideas
Joel Hess
Movie Reviewer

It's old news, but Dances With
Wolves cleaned house at the Academy Awards last week and I didn't
do too hot with my predictions. I do
want to pat myself on the back, however, for recognizing Kathy Bates as
deserving of the win for the Best Actress category. I was a tad disappointed that Good fellas only received
one win: Joe Pesci for Best Supporting Actor and that Dick Tracy won
three a wards; something is definitely
rotten in the state of Hollywood.
But I did not come here to preach
about what happened last year, it's
time to look ahead at what the movie
industry has to offer us in the upcoming year. Basically this is my "wish
list" (or observations). If my voice
could be heard, this is what I would
say.
First, I hope that Academy members remember The Silence of Lambs

and the performances of Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins, and Scott
Glenn. Silence is by far the best Hollywood has offered us in a long-, long
time. There is talk of a sequel somewhere along the lines of "the hunt for
Hannibal Lector." Let's hope they
wait until the author, Thomas Harris,
pens the book.
Secondly, I hope Hollywood learns
from last summer that spending a ton
of dough doesn't necessarily mean a
gauranteed hit. It is rumored that
Terminator II: Judgement Day, is fast
approaching the $100 million mark,
and that film has yet to see any receipts. It's hard enough to gross $100
million, let alone make a movie for
$100 million. If that's the trend, the
$10-15 movie ticket price isn't too far
away.
Also while I'm talking about
money, Batman has yet to make a net
profit, and that it's still $35 million in
the red. Batman is the fifth/sixth
highest grossing film of all time join-

oove

by
bteve Danuser

As spring once again rears its long-absent head, it finally seems as if
the long musical drought is at an end. New releases are now pouring in,
and while most of them are crap (as usual), there are a few bright spots.
And what better place to talk about them than right here?
Leading the pack are those four clever Athenians known collectively
as R.E.M., with their first album in two years, Out of Time. And, to their
credit, the band is doing things a little differently this time around.
The most obvious change is that guest stars abound on this record.
Kate Pierson of fellow Athens, Ca, band B-52's sings on several tracks.
Peter Holsapple of the dB's-1 of Boogie Down Productions actually .
appears on the opening tracks. Add to this the fact that bassist Mike Mills
takes lead or co-lead vocals on several songs, and you do indeed have an
revolutionary album.
Which isn't all good for ol' R.E.M. A lot of people have complained,
saying things like "It's not as good as their first albums," or "They should
have stopped after Document." While I can sympathize with these opinions, I have to ask, "What do you expect?" Do you want the band to
remain the same forever, constantly cranking out formula songs in order
to live up to their fans' expectations? A musical group must grow and
evolve to stay vital, and that is exactly the stage R.E.M. is at now. So give
their new style a chance.
By this I don't mean that Out of Time is any kind of radical shift from
the style of their earlier albums. Songs like "Endgame" and "Texarkana"
(the disc's best track) hark back to the "old days," while others, like
"Losing My Religion," forge gracefully ahead. Admitedly, tracks like
"Radio Song" (featuring KRS-1) and "Shiny Happy People" are almost too
poppy, and have the possibility of becoming annoying (similar to
"Stand" from the Green album). Overall, though, Out of Time is a great
album and marks a great step ahead for onc of my favoritebands. If their
listeners give them the space they need to grow, their future looks bright
indeed. Incidentally, R.E.M. will forgo a tour this time around, and
instead will release another new album in the fall. I, for one, look forward
to it.
I guess that's it for this installment of Dec-Groovey. Tune in next time
for more reviews and topical discussions. Until then, keep those cards
and letters coming.

ing a list of movies that have grossed
in excess of $100 million dollars and
haveyct to show a profit, and that list
includes, Rain Man, Dick Tracy, and

Coming To America.
There's a trend that's just beginning in Hollywood that I hope continues, and that's having women in
smart and heroic roles. No longer are
they being seen as wives orgirl friend s
but are stepping out in front of the
camera and the men. Most notably

Jodie Foster from Silence of the Lambs
and Mary Elizabeth Mastratonio
from Class Action. I just hope that there
is a role for Julia Roberts along these
lines, then we can see just how talented she really is.
The greatest injustice to a woman
came in Die hard 2, the role of Bonnie
Bodelia. In the first Die Hard she
was seen as a smart, corporate woman
who left her husband in New York to
further her career in Los Angeles.
Whereas in the second installment
she was reduced to the role of "th, ,

wife" hopelessly waiting for her husband to rescue her.
Finally I'd like to talk about sequels. Last year there was only one
sequel to finish in the top 10 grossing
movies of the year and that was Die
Hard 2. The other sequels were projected to make much more than they
did aria that would includeAnother48
flours, Robocop 2, Gremlins 2, and
Young Guns 2.0f those, only Gremlins
2 was really worth watching, it would
have done better if it had not opened
the same weekend as Dick Tracy. Of
the top 10 grossing movies of 1990
only three have sequels in mind, my
guess is Ghost, 1 lome Alone, and Pretty
Woman. I like some sequels, and there
are two that I'm looking forward to,
Batman 11 in 1992, and Terminator 11,
this summer. On a sadder note there
are plans for another Turtles movie
and that "Hey Vern" guy also are
talkingg world.
about .sequels. But this isn't a

CST Sister retires
By BOB DRIVER
Special to the Winonan

As the school year nears an end,
one longtime teacher and admi istrator at the College of Saint T' esa
will end her career in Winona.
Sister Shirley Schimtz, directo
residential facilities, has been on the
Saint Teresa staff 22 years.
She is leaving because CST's
Lourdes Hall has been leased by
Winona State University. But now it
is in the process of buying it to create
a residential college. She has been in
charge of it the past two years while
its rooms were rented to WSU students who also use the dining service.
Schimtz was raised in nearby
Caledonia, Minn., and lived with her
two younger brothers and two
younger sisters.
She joined the community of Sisters of St. Francis in Rochester to become a sister. Then she enrolled in
Saint Teresa.
"At the time, we lived in Cotter
Hall which has been recently removed," said Schimtz.
In those days the girls were required to wear dresses, white gloves
and hats when leaving the college,
she said.
After graduating with an education degree in elementary education ,
she was appointed to teach at elementary schools in both Adrian and
Austin, Minn.
Before the early seventies, the
motherhouse in Rochester appointed
the sisters to jobs, but now they can
decide where they want to work.
When she was appointed to teach

education classes at St. Teresa in 1967,
enrollment was about 1,100, a record
high.
She soon became chairperson and
supervisor of the education department.
"When I started teaching at the
col :ge, about 60 percent of the faculty
we :c sisters. At the end, in 1989, there
ire only five full-time teaching
Acuity who were sisters," said
Schimtz.
Because CST closed in the spring
of 1989, WSU leased both Lourdes
and Maria Halls. For the first time,
men were allowed tolive in the dorms.
"It was great to see all the new
faces at CST. After the declining enrollment of CST, it was nice to see the
halls filled again. There hasn't been
much d iffercnce since the men moved
in. It's just great to see the college
being used," said Schimtz.
At the end of this school year,
Schimtz will take a year sabbatical to
attend school in St. Louis, M , to study
religion, especially religions around
the world, and ways to Fay.
"I am going to miss CST and
Winona very much. Most of all, I am
going to miss the students. I really
enjoy the young people here at CST,"
said Schimtz.
After her sabbatical that ends in
spring 1992, Schimtz will apply to
teach. She would like to teach in another Catholic or private college.
"I am not sure where I will teach in
the future, but I have no preference. I
will go anywhere in the country. It
doesn't matter if I am in the Midwest,
but since my family is here, it would
be nice to stay in the area," she said.
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WINONA STATE'S
DANCE PARTY!
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11:30 am - 3:30 pm
($1.19 after 3:30 pm)

LARGE PEPPORONI
PIZZA & LITER OF POP
FOR ONLY...

Hours: Thurs. 10 - 1 Fri. 9 - 1
College ID required
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FAST , HOT DELIVERY
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Bergner leads men's track
Henderson wants team to 'be all they can be'
By TONY TORTORELLO

made nationals in the marathon which will be held in
Stevensville, Texas.
Another top performer from the indoor season is
Coach Daryl Henderson wants the Winona State
Bryan LeMonds, who won the indoor NIC title in the
University men's track team to be all they can be in the
800 meter.
outdoor season.
Henry Snyder from Northern State University, who
Henderson is in his first year of coaching after assisthas won the 800 the last couple of years will give
ing Bob Keister for the last
LeMonds tough comsix years. WSU has16 runpetition.
ners, which will be trying
"Everybody knows
to match their fourth place
who Bryan is, he had
"Track
in
Minnesota
is
a
crazy
thing,
the
finish of 1990 in the
the element of surprise
Northern Intercollegiate
team is at the mercy of the weather."
in the indoor season,"
Conference.
Henderson said.
WSU has been training
In the field events,
the past five weeks on
Daryl Henderson
Rob Witt will be pickWinona Senior High
ing up the slack after
School's outdoortrack and
the loss of Tim Brown
in McCown Gymnasium.
to grades in the shot put.
"Track in Minnesota is a crazy thing, the team is at the
Brown placed second in the 1990 outdoor NIC meet. Jeff
mercy of the weather," Henderson said."The wind and
Gudmundson, a freshman from Winona, will compete
the cold affects the distance runners and sprinters."
in the triple jump and javelin. Sean Neuman and Darrin
Henderson wants to see individual improvement
Denzer will be the pole vaulters.
throughout the season, and for them to place in their
Also, newcomers Tim Hanson and Marcus Floyd
events.
will be key sprinters for the Warriors. Floyd will also be
Senior Wade Bergner, who was voted the most valuin the long jump. Senior Wai-Hon Liew will be joining
able track man for WSU in 1990, will be competing in the
the team in the outdoor season after missing the indoor.
5,000 and 10,000 meters. He already holds the best
Liew broke the school record for the long jump in the
records in those indoor events at WSU. Bergner also has
indoors last year.
Asst. Sports Editor

Women's track team begins
season; expects to improve

-,;-•;„'

Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff
Junior shot putter Rob Witt works on his technique during a practice Monday afternoon.

By BRYAN LE MONDS
Winonan Staff

The Winona State University
women's track and field team,
looking forward to an exciting season, is hoping to show improvement
from last year's outdoor season.
"What we try to do as a team is to
improve from the indoor season to
the next indoor season and from
outdoor to outdoor," head coach
Marge Moravec said.
With the help of junior Maureen
Ryan, Moravec's goal, hopefully, will
be fulfilled this year.
Ryan took a second place finish in
the Northern Sun Conference championships this past indoor season
and set numerous records to help
improve the teams indoor finish from
last year by 11 points.
"Maureen did a great job this indoor season and I am expecting her
to build upon that," Moravec said.
Moravec also said that Ryan will
run anything between the 200 and
the 800 yard dash.
Another person who will try to
help the team improve from last
year's fifth place finish is newcomer
Lisa Taubert.
Although Taubert will compete
in her first collegiate track season,
she is an already established runner
in the conference, earning all-conference and all-district honors as a crosscountry runner last fall.

"What we try to do as a team is to improve from
the indoor season to the next indoor season and
from outdoor to outdoor."

Marge Moravec

Helping Taubert in the distance
events will be freshman Kendra
Larson.
Barb Trampel will try to chip in
her talents by running in the sprinting events to help Moravec's goal
come true.
"Barb looked really good in the
sprints this past indoor season and
is coming along real well for the
outdoor season," Moravec said.
Dianne Reeger, Tina
McDonough, Sandra Fishbaughcr
and Diana Latva will help Trampel
in the sprinting events.
The Warriors are loaded with talent at the middle distances with
Cheryl Costello and Melissa Aspen.
Costello scored a strong sixth
place finish at the conference indoor
championships.
Katie Carlson also will compete
for the Warriors by throwing the
shop put , discus and the javelin.
-

Moravec said that this year's
team has some good talent in a lot
of different areas instead of last
year in which the WarriorS had
talent in only a few areas.
"Even though we are strong
throughout the events, we are
blanked in one area. We have no
one to jump over the high jump
bar," Moravec said.
"We scored only 11 points last
year and I am sure that we can
improve with the talent we have
this year," Moravec said.
Though Moravec stresses improvement at the conference meet,
she also stresses personal records.
"I am also looking for us to improve in times and just plain talent,
she said.
The women's track team will
open up the season this Saturday
at the Luther College Invitational
in Decorah, Iowa.

Women's tennis team drops
two more but pleases coach
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

Before this past weekend, Winona State University women's tennis coach Joni Jacobson looked at
the two games that the Warriors played against
Southwest State University and UM-Duluth as the
toughest of the season. As a matter of fact, she went
as far as to say that the two teams would end up 12 in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference. Realistically, Jacobson wasn't expecting a win.
Unfortunately, her expectations turned out to be
true as WSU dropped both matches to fall to 0-2 in
the conference and 1-5 overall on the season.
Despite the losses, however, Jacobson saw some
positive things to last weekend's games.
"We faced the two best teams in the conference
so our two losses weren't a surprise," Jacobson said.
"We wanted to stay in the match, concentrate each
point, and serve well."
She added, "We have taken a big step in learning
to set up points and execute strategy."
Jacobson's team traveled to Duluth for both
games. In the first match against UM-Duluth, the
Warriors won their first games in a losing cause,
falling 7-2, their first match that didn't go 9-0.
Both of WSU's points came during the singles
matches. The first was at the No. 2 singles when
Julie Kane won by forfeit, tying the match at 1 point

apiece. Duluth grabbed the lead again at No. 3
singles before Kerri Olson, the Warrior's No. 4
player, led 5-7, 6-3 over Michelle Neufeuss before
the Duluth player went down with an injury,
giving Olson the win, and the Warriors a 2-2 tie.
Unfortunately, that is all that WSU could muster
up as the Bulldogs won the rest of the matches.
The very next day, the Warriors played the No.
8 team in the NAIA, Southwest State University.
WSU failed to win a set throughout the- entire
match.
Kane came the closest to winning a set at No. 2
singles, losing to Jo Eggens 6-1, 7-5.
Jacobson, however, liked what she saw in her
tennis players.
"I'm really pleased with their play," Jacobson
said. "Southwest State is very powerful. We were
really thinking and using great strategy. I liked
what I saw."
Now that the tough part of WSU's schedule is
behind them, the Warriors are looking to their next
few games with a lot of importance.
"Our next four matches will tell if we have
improved," Jacobson said. "It will be very disappointing if we don't come up with some wins."
WSU travels to theTwin Cities to play Moorhead
State University and the College of St. Catherine's
on Friday, and Macalester and Hamline on Saturday.

Warrior baseball wins some, loses some
WSU nine split contests with St. John's and St. Mary's; fall to 9-6 on season
By TONY TORTORELLO
Asst. Sports Editor

Nineteen innings of
solid pitching, defense,
clutch hitting were the
themes for the Winona State
"I don't expect us
University baseball team,
to score a lot of
Tuesday afternoon as the
Warriors split a doubleruns early in the
header with cross town riseason, but the
val St. Mary's College.
The Cardinals led 1-0
hitting should be
going into the bottom of the
picking up with
sixth when Craig Yager
each and every
started the inning with a
base hit. Jeff Pascal adgame."
vanced Yager to second base
on a bunt, and Jeremy
Kendall moved him to third
Gary Grob
with a pop fly. Craig
Schromoff's base hit up the
middle scored Yager to tie
the game at 1-1.
Kevin Brown, who started the game for WSU left after six
innings with four strikeouts. He was replaced by Rich Fredrickson.
Fredrickson was working the top of the seventh with two outs
when the Cardinals pulled ahead on a close play at the plate
which gave the St. Mary's a 2-1 lead. The team scored two plays
later to take a 3-1 lead into the bottom of the seventh inning.
In the Warrior's half of the seventh, right fielder Jim Ocker hit
a double down the left field line. Two batters later, Bruce Draeger
belted another double to left-center, scoring Ocker and making
the score 3-2. Yager's infield hit moved Draeger to third base. A
wild pitch by the Cardinals pitcher scored Draeger, tying the
game and bringing it into extra innings.
Things remained slow until the bottom of the 12th inning.
With two outs, Schromoff belted a two run home run to win the
game 5-3.
"The home run was totally unexpected, I was hoping fora base
hit," coach Dr. Gary Grob said. "He got the right pitch with a hard
thrower, and the ball went over the fence."
WSU had 11 hits compared to SMC's six in the first game. Ken
Vincent was awarded the win, pitching the top of the twelfth to

Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Sta
WSU center fielder, Jeremy Kendall slides in safely after stealing second base Tuesday
afternoon. WSU split a double header with St. Mary's College.

.

go 2-0 on the season.
In the second game, Joe Taschetta pitched 6 2/3 innings of
shutout ball until the Cardinals scored the only run of the game
on a squeeze bunt. Rod Saffert then came in to finish the game
-off, and Taschetta received the loss.
The Warriors ended the game with three hits while the
Cardinals compiled nine hits.
"I don't expect us to score a lot of runs early in the season, but
the hitting should be picking up with each and every game,"
Grob said.
The Warriors are now 9-6 on the year, with St. Mary's
moving its record to 4-4 overall.
WSU picked up one of those loses in a split against St. John's
University last week at the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome
in Minneapolis, Minn.
WSU dropped the first game, 6-2, but came back to win the
nightcap, 5-1. The Warriors used Taschetta, Saffert, and Vincent
to finish the game. Taschetta picked up the win in the second
game by striking out two and allowing no runs in three innings.
Ocker paced the Warriors in the second game with a two-run
homer while Rich Gove
belted out a triple. WSU
had seven hits in the
second game.
Fredrickson took the
loss in the first game,
while Kendall had
home run and a double.
WSU has a busy upcoming week. The
Warriors play the University of St. Thomas
on Thursday before
traveling to Des
Moines, Iowa, for
weekend gamesagainst
Grandview College on
Saturday and St. Xavier
and Wayne State on
Sunday. They come
back home on Tuesday
for the rematch against
Grandview.

1
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Intramural softball rules are for the dogs
you think I love
It is completely obvithe sport so
ous that spring has fimuch?
nally come. With this
For these
great season comes
reasons it is no
beach volleywonder that
ball, tennis,
co-ed softball
golf, and other
is the most
spring sports.
widely parThe world, as
ticipated Inone can already
tramural
tell, seems to
sport.
come alive once
There is
again.
nothing
However, I
that
am not here to
c a n
a
write
take
bunch of
t h e
cliche s
pressure
about
spring. No, I
classes,
am
talking
parents, ect. off
about what I see as
of a student's
abuses of the greatest
mind than a good game of softball.
spring and summer sport of them
Unfortunately, the abuse of the
all, softball.
Softball is the most widely par- game that I mentioned earlier is beticipated sport in the United States, ing committed by the Winona State
and, may I add, for good reason. University Intramural department,
Softball is a fun sport that everyone run by Mark Bamenek.
Those ofyou who play co-ed softand their brothers can play and not
get harped on all of the time. Why do ball know what I mean. The rules

credit whatsoever for strikeouts except maybe getting hit by the batter.
Doesn't this take a lot of fun out of
the game? The challenge isn't there
anymore.
Think about it this way. It is the
bottom of the seventh inning (if this
"hitter's game lasts that long. Games
last no more than an hour.) with the
score tied at 29-29. Joe hitter comes
up to the plate to face his teammate
who is trying to help him hit the ball.
The game is a lot more fun if the
pitcher is trying to strike the player
out. But, in Bamaball, there is no
drama, no challcngc,no nothing.
The big challenge in Bamaball is
for the guys. Yup, the guys that play
intramural co-ed softball must hit a
16-:nch softball while the girls get to
hit a 12- nch softball.
Bamanek says that his intentions
is to even the game out because guys
dominate the sport too much. Did
you hear that, girls? You can't hit.
This means that guys who can't
hit the ball two inches still must attempt to hit this huge ball which
nobody can hit out of the infield,
while Jody Softball, who has been
playing all of her life gets to hit the

Carol Dose/Photo Editor
Tim Loftus,senior public relations major, hits the ball during coed intramural softball action Monday afternoon.
that this wonderful I-M department
has hit it with are completely and
utterly stupid and ridiculous. As a
matter of fact, the rules have been
changed so much that I think that the
nameof the gameshould bechanged
from co-ed softball to Bamaball.

The first rule in Bamaball is that
the hitting team must supply its own
pitcher. The batter gets only three
pitches in which to hit the ball in
play. According to Mr. Bamenek, he
is trying to make this a "hitter's
game." Great, pitchers don't get any

small one.
However, the rule that really gets
me, more than any other rule in
Bamaball is the infamous "no sliding rule." Wonderful, now we can't
slide into home plate after we hit
that 16-inch softball about two miles
(right). What is this guy trying to do?
He makes it a hitter's game but not a
baserunner's game,is that it?
Anybody will tell you that this
rule is absolutely stupid. There is no
basis as to why Bamanek installed
this rule into Bamaball and I have
never seen a problem with sliding in
any level of softball or baseball.
The one thing that I really don't
get is why doesn't the intramural
department keep the same softball
rules that everyone else uses? Is this
the game that everyone loves to play?
Or just something that Mr. Bamenek
thought up to show everyone that he
is the supreme intramural
rulemaker?
Despite of all these rules people
will still play the game, and even
with the rules they will have a good
time. I i the future, I think that it will
be much more fun if you keep the
rules the way they should be.
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WARRIORS
WINONA, MN
204 West 2nd Street

NANNIES NEEDED
Well known agency has the
perfect job for you in Connecticut. Loving families, top salaries,
room and board, air fare paid.
CARE FOR KIDS, Dept. W PO
Box 27 Rowayton, CT 06853,
(203) 852-8111.

NANNIES NEEDED
In NY, NJ area. Great pay,
fine homes. One year cornmittment. Call Nannies N
More, inc. 1-800-444-5899.

EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA
HIRING

Men - Women. Summer/Year

Round. Fishing, Canneries, Logging,
Mining,'Construction, Oil Companies.
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation

$600 plus weekly. CALL NOM
1-206-736-7000, Ext. 134 5 5

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL FOR
INFORMATION 504-6418003 EXT 11131.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1000

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!

No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

Summer Camp Jobs
Available with Land of Lakes
Girl Scout Council. Resident
camps located near Walker
and Alexandria, MN. Many
positions open: counselors,
nurses, WSI, waterfront, and
cooks. Call Amy at 612-2522952 or write Land of Lakes
Girl Scout Council, 37 N•28
Ave, St. Cloud, MN 56303.

Thinking of taking some time
off from school? We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS/
NANNIES. We have
prescreened families to suit
you. Live in exciting New
York City suburbs. We are
established since 1984 and
have a strong support
network. 1-800-222-XTRA.
WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS
Earn up to $10/hr.
Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible hours. Only
10 posoitions available. Call
Now
1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.
Wanted: someone to tutor

a high school sophomore in
algebra, evenings.
Call Fran at 452-1262
days, 452-6434 evenings.

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Your area (1) 805962-8000 Ext. GH-6195 for
current repo. list
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100. Fords.
Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers
Guide. (1) 805-962-8000 Ext.
S-6195.
Typewriter Sale
The Winona State University
Business Office will hold a
surplus "typewriter" sale on
April 11, 1991. All typewriters
may be viewed in room 213,
Somesen Hall from 9am 3:30pm. All bids are due by
4pm April 12, 1991. All
purchased typewriters must
be picked by 4pm April 12,
1991. For additional information call Sandy Schmitt,
Business Office 457-5067.

For Sale - '81 Cougar XR7.
PS, PB, AC Sunroof AM/FM,
cass body in good condition.
Runs Great. Call 454-6843
or 7-2436.
Commodore Computer for
sale plus printer, joysticks,
disk drive, koala pad, and
over 30 disks included. Make
offer.
Call Dave 452-0508.
Apple II Plus computer for
sale. Includes: BMC monitor,
EPSON printer mx100, 20
disks, Hayes Smart Modem
and Omega keyboard.
$350.00. Call Julie 452-0508.

Heff, to make a long story
short, 77-79 DUKE = $10.
Doc.
Krotch - Do You Touch
Yourself? Ms. Pacman
anyone... 3 times...not!
Happy or Miserable one
month to me...how long for
you 2-3 hours?

Wednesday Specials:
3 Tap Beers for 1 money
Big Chuck Burger $1.50
Special mug prices
NO COVER
Thursday Specials:
Swamp Water
Long Island Iced Tea
Kami Kaze Shots
Strawberry Strippers
Special mug prices

Jim Bob the Farmer
How will you pay us back???
Krotch & Boz
And where's my super glue?
And by the way, now that
Nintendo is gone, what will
you do at our house?

Twins
The season begins next
Tuesday at 10:05...1 hope
you're ready.
Lefty
See Krotch's ad, do you?

ATTENTION FARMERS &
FARMER'S WIVES.
We had awesome season
openers. Let's keep it up.
Next Monday at 5pm G. farmers.
Tuesday at 4pm - Farmer's
Wives.
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PRICE GOOD THROU

FAMILY PACK
GOLD 'N PLUMP

LEG
QUARTERS

FRESH
GROUND TUR

LASSCSITiUgps

$2
c-amhty MI

FRESH CUT
LAMB SHOULDER CHOPS

99

ASSORTED
LUNCH MEATS

2

FRESH FROM OUR DELI
WILSON LIGHT

FOR $ 11

ROAST PORK
OR MESQUITE
CHICKEN

9

BUCKETS OF CHICKEN
8 PIECE 4
BUCKET
5 9

WE USE ONLY ARCADIA FRYER CHICKEN
AND THE FINEST VEGETABLE

MENDOTA SPRINGS

NORTHERN

MINERAL
WATER

Prings_

DYNAMO
LIQUID LAUNDRY

BATH TISSUE

DETERGENT

4 ROLL

5 FLAVORS

etufold

12 PIECE
BUCKET

BRAWNY
PAPER TOWELS

teMit

Prings

JUMBO
ROLL

OTATOES

590

Cnradina

9

IGA

CHOCOLATE
CHIPS

C

CONTADIN A

79'

TOMATO SAUC

02 51* 1

NABISCO

00

CHARCOAL

SALTINES

$ 1 39
,VARIETIES
HARVEST CRISP

12 02 BAG

a

KINGSFORD

COOKIES-N-FUDGE

$ 4 99 20 LBS. I
SAVE $1.00 WITH COUPON AT---)1

OAT-5 GRAIN

INGSFORD

HARCOAL
IGHTER

FRESH PRODUCE SAVINGS

32 OZ.$1

59

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. GOOD
ONLY AT MIDTOWN FOODS. EXPIRES 4-0991.

FROZEN AND DAIRY SPECIALS
PROCESSED

2 LB. LOAF
LIMIT 1

$ 1 99

GAL $

GREEN
CABBAGE
7 CALIFORNIA

CARROTS
"NEW CROP"

YELLOW
ONIONS

FAMILY CHOICE

,Bs 9 99
19 0
59 0
99

3 LBS.

ORANGE

JUICE

TOMBSTONE SPECIAL ORDER

PIZZA

ALL VARIETIES
SAMPLES THURS., FRI. & SAT.
Fried Chicken

BANQUET

CHICKEN

$ 2 4928 OZ.
PEPPERIDGE FARMS

CAKES

SAMPLES THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

I

milmi ■ iwommiimmomem ■ mmmumP

INDIAN RIVER

STRAWBERRIES

RED DELICIOUS
APPLES

64 OZ.

DIAL BATH SIZE $ 1 7 9

STEWED TOMATOES
14.5 OZ.

9

4 PACK
CONTAOINA

PILLSBURY
SourCream

$ 2 9

12 01

1 39

69
$389
BANQUET •

TV DINNE

